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Abstract

Results

Methods

• Hematopoietic stem cells have specific enhancer promoter interaction bounded by CTCF that is
not present after lineage specific commitment. Simultaneous CTCF and LOOP structure is
captured by CTCF HiChIP confirming our single assay (Hi-C findings).
• Dynamic changes are evident at the Evi1 enhancer, which loses ATAC accessibility and gains a
differentially methylated region at a CTCF site within the Evi1 enhancer.
• Low input CTCF HiChIP validates CTCF ChIP and Hi-C. The Mecom/Evi1 locus identified in the left
panelist able to be captured by a single assay with 10 to 20K primary cell input, a major
technological innovation.

Mapping the epigenetic landscape of Myelodysplastic Syndrome (MDS) and Acute
Myeloid Leukemia (AML) is essential for understanding gene regulatory mechanisms
during cell fate changes, disease onset, progression, as well as for optimizing
therapeutic regime. In addition, these information hold immense potential for accurate
identification of disease biomarkers, cell of origin, and targets for epigenetic therapy.
However, existing chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing (ChIP-Seq) workflows
require significant cellular material and are very time-consuming, requiring
cumbersome optimization. Moreover, cellular heterogeneity can influence the
accuracy of results from the perspective of sample preparation efficiency, and
population-biased effects. Both normal and malignant bone marrow are
heterogeneous in cell type and stage of differentiation that leads to imprecise results
regarding epigenetic determinates. In our study, we implemented Covaris’ Adaptive
Focused Acoustics® (AFA®) technology to miniaturize sample volumes for both
chromatin shearing and immunoprecipitation in a 96-well format.
This approach enables a standardized, robust, automatable, half-day workflow for both
ChIP and HiChIP applications. Additionally, we evaluated low input in vitro and in
vivo samples, where we utilized a range of epitopes including major histone
modifications (H3K27ac) and factors (CTCF). AFA was applied to flow-sorted stem and
progenitor populations from individual mice. The low-cell input capability permitted
deconvolution of dynamic epigenetic changes in protein binding and chromatin
structure during normal lineage specification of hematopoietic stem cells. Epigenetic
remodeling of these sites were consistent with established gene programs essential for
myeloid differentiation. Data was found to be in alignment with standard ChIP-Seq and
Hi-C datasets generated from similar cell populations. The simplified and significantly
shortened (Hi) ChIP-Seq processes showcased in this study will be highly beneficial for
both research and clinical diagnostic applications owing to their requirements for using
96-well plate format and their ability to become integrated into automated workflows.
Taken together, this technology and workflow represent a high-throughput epigenetic
system for small cell numbers of cells with a multitude of applications enabling
laboratories focused on cell biology and translational research.

Roadblocks: High Resolution/High-throughput
3D Chromatin Analysis

A Standardized, Miniaturized, Fast, and Automatable HiChIP Workflow from Limited Cell Numbers
Previous roadblocks in high-throughput 3D Chromatin Analysis include high-cell count and
processing time requirements. Covaris truChIP® technology provides a standardized workflow that
makes it possible to yield sufficient chromatin quantities from counts as low as 10,000 cells.
Additionally, truChIP provides a crosslinking protocol compatible with Arima HiChIP technologies.
Due to this significantly streamlined approach, high resolution/high throughput 3D chromatin
analysis is more accessible and efficient.

Conclusions
A. 50,000 whole bone marrow cells, crosslinked, and
sheared using Covaris truChIP and LE220Rsc.
(Chromatin yield = 21 ng)

B. The same sample as in A, post-CTCF IP.
(Chromatin yield = 8.43 ng)

A. HiChIP from as low as
20K Cells: High Resolution
Mapping the (3D)
epigenetic landscape.

B. One-Pot, Plate Based
Workflows: ChIP & HiChIP
workflows optimized for
96-well formats and onepot automation pipelines.

C. Single Day Workflows:
ChIP worklfows can be
completed in a single day
& HiChIP in just 1.5 days.

D. Reduction in Sampleprep and Sequencing
Costs: Miniaturizing
reactions can reduce
sample prep costs > 5X
and sequencing cost.

Future Directions

A. Sample Input
Requirements:
Mapping the (3D)
epigenetic landscape
requires high cell
numbers and sample
preparation is hard to
standardize across
different cell types.

B. Scalability for
Automation:
Previous ChIP and
HiChIP workflows
have been difficult to
scale down to sample
volumes suitable for
96-well formats and
one-pot automation
pipelines.

C. Processing Time:
Previous ChIP and
HiChIP workflows are
lengthy protocols of 34D with a lot of handson time, limiting
sample throughput
required for
epigenetic screening.

D. Cost per Sample:
High costs and
sequencing depth
limit access to end
users outside of major
academic centers &
industry.

C. 50,000 FACS-sorted stem/progenitor cells,
crosslinked and sheared using Covaris truChIP and
LE220Rsc. (Chromatin yield= 25.8 ng)

D. The same sample as in C, post-CTCF IP.
(Chromatin yield=14.38 ng)

Reliable and Standardized Chromatin Shearing from Limited Cell Inputs
truChIP chemistry in combination with mechanical chromatin shearing on the 96-well Covaris
LE220Rsc Focused-ultrasonicator enables reproducible chromatin shearing from limited primary cell
material. Different primary cell populations were subjected to the same chromatin shearing settings
yielding ideal shearing results enabling a high sample input flexibility in the same 96-well
experimental run.
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• With this approach, we aim to better understand the epigenetic regulatory processes by which
normal and malignant hematopoiesis are governed.
• Low input capabilities enable applications to human tissues.
• Potential to incorporate automated/semi-automated capabilities also provide the feasibility for
application to prospective clinical trials.
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